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X入le studied two、sided matchin又 With dynamic preference. one ofthe most we11・known problems
in two、sided matchin曾 is the stable Marfiage problem (SMP). An instance ofsMp is l= dw,111
ιノ, where uand 1νis a set ofmen and women a牙entSル'espectively, and ιisthe preference Hst
Ofeach a牙ent in uX 1〒11n classical sMR a matching is said to be stable ifthere is no blockin
Pair found. A blockin牙 Pair is formed of a man m and a woman w who are not partners in a
matchin号 M but prefer each other over their current partners. The stable matching problem
With dynamic preferences is near to the real、Wの'1d S北Uation problem, where an a今entis aⅡOwed
to chan晉e his/her preferences at any time, affectin曾 the stability ofa matching.1n this study, we
Propose two strate晉les to maintain the stability of a matching problem W北h dynamic
Preference, namely short、term and lon曾・term stability.

Short、term stability is a strate宮y to maintain matchin牙 Stability by updatin曾 the matching
every time the preferences chan晉e. A simple way that can be done on the short・term stability
Strate牙y is to start the matching process usin牙 the Gale・shapley algorithm 6.・om scratch.
However, the preference chan牙es in the matchin号 Problem do not always affect the existin宮
Stable matchin今. sometin)es the preference changes do not trigger a forming ofa blockin今 Pair
in obtained matchin牙. Based on this reason, we propose a mechanism for updatin宮 matchin b
Observin牙 the preference chan牙es of agents. we try to minimize the process of findin曾 Stable
matchin牙 by f0ⅡOwing the preference changes that occur. Thus, the update matchin牙 Process
must not be done from scratch. our theorems show how to update the n)atching by observin
the preference chan牙es. Thus, the process of6ndin今 a stable matchin宮 Can be shortened.

The second sh'ate晉y is to find lon牙、term stability, which is to maintain the stability of
matchin牙 Over a lon号 Period、 we assume that preference chan曾es frequently occur
Employin牙 a short、term strate曾y to nlaintain stability would be costly. A classical sMP
instance is l= dw,1〒ア,ιノ.1n the sMp with dynanlic preference, a牙ents can chan曾e their
Preferences,1eadlng to dynamic preference. An instance of sMp with dynamic preference
Ieading the formation of a dynamic instance. The dynamic instance is DI= dw,干k ιb ι二
...,ιy, where kis the number of unique preference lists that occur due to chan曾es in a旦ent
Preferences. Thus, a set ofsMp instances for sMp undeY dynamic preference is DI= i7'b 12,
...,1'ノ. we introduce a new concept to find stable matchin号 Under dynamic preference
Using the blockin晉 Pair perspective. we also define three notions of stability for a matchin
Problem under dynamic preference. our proposed concept demonstrates a more detailed
result than the existin宮 Concept. W北h more detailed results, decision・makin in
determinin昌 Stable n)atchin牙 becomes more precise
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